
History of Combinatorial GamesAlda Carvalho Carlos Santos João Neto Jorge Nuno SilvaISEL ISEC FCUL FCULAbstratIn the �rst years of the 20th entury the analysis of the game of nim (by the mathemati-ian Charles L. Bouton) triggered the outburst of a ompletely new mathematial subjet:Combinatorial Game Theory. nim is atually a representative of a family of games, very im-portant in that sienti� area. The aim of this paper is to give a �rst survey of the historialdevelopment of this mathematial �eld.
1 What is a ombinatorial game?Nowadays it is not usual to observe the rising of a totally new mathematial subjet. Inmathematis, subjets like geometry, number theory, probability, funtional analysis, et,were established a long time ago. Of ourse, the modern times brought advanes for allthese areas, but their importane and existene was very well known by the previous gener-ations of mathematiians.The motivation for this paper is a rare ourrene: the rising of a new mathematial sub-jet, Combinatorial Game Theory. In 1970s, the work of Elwyn Berlekamp (b. 1940), JohnConway (b. 1937), and Rihard Guy (b. 1916) launhed the bases and the mathematiallanguage for a new kind of sienti� researh.Atually, during the 20th entury, two distint game theories arose. One is linked to VonNeumann, John Nash, prisoner's dilemma, et. In 1944, with the seminal work, Theory ofGames and Eonomi Behavior, Von Neumann (1903-1957) and Morgenstern (1902-1977)proposed a very interesting way to analyze mathematially some deision proesses [1℄. Sinethen, some sientists have even won nobel prizes with work related to eonomis based inthis mathematial theory.Von Neumann's game theory, alled Classial Game Theory, is about games and outomes



determined by a payo� matrix. In typial games of Classial Game Theory players playsimultaneously. The goal of Classial Game Theory is to determine the best possible pay-o� depending upon the players possible strategies. In Classial Game Theory simultaneousdeisions imply that players must deide without knowing the opponent's hoies: there ishidden information. Sometimes, the theory needs probabilisti tools to solve some problems.In 1976, Conway published his On Numbers and Games [3℄ (in fat, previously, in 1974, thebook Surreal Numbers by Donald E. Knuth (b.1938) was published based in a onversationbetween Knuth and Conway where the latter explained his mathematial idea [2℄). Later, in1982, Berlekamp, Conway, and Guy presented their Winning Ways [5℄. In these two workswe an see a di�erent game theory. They propose a uni�ed mathematial theory to analyzegames without hane and without hidden information where two players take turns movingalternately. Before them, Charles Bouton (1869-1922), Roland Sprague (1894-1967), PatrikGrundy (1917-1959) and others presented some partial work [7, 9, 8℄. However, a om-plete and onsistent theory only appeared in [5℄, what we all Combinatorial Game Theory.Classial Game Theory and Combinatorial Game Theory are distint mathematial subjets.A game without hane and without hidden information where two players take turns movingalternately allows us to build the omplete game tree ontaining all the information aboutthe game. Consider the simple game toads-and-frogs. In this game one player movesToads (only Eastward) and the other player moves Frogs (only to the West). Eah playermay move one of his animals either one square or jumping over an opposing reature. Theplayer unable to move loses. Next piture shows the omplete tree from a established startingposition.

Figure 1: Complete game tree.In this text we will adopt a restrited de�nition of ombinatorial game whih is prevalent in2



the speialized literature. With suh restritions, Conway developed important mathemati-al tools to study a large family of games.De�nition 1. (Combinatorial game)A ombinatorial game is a game whih satis�es the following onditions:1. There are two players who take turns moving alternately;2. No hane devies suh die, spinners, or ard deals are involved, and eah player isaware of all the details of the game state at all times;3. The rules of a ombinatorial game ensure that the depth of the game tree is �nite, andthe winner is often determined on the basis of who made the last move. Under normalplay, the last player to move wins, while in misère play, the last player loses.Examples of games not overed by these onditions are dots-and-boxes and go, sinethese are soring games, the last person to move is not guaranteed to have either the highestor the lowest sore; hess and hekers, sine the game an end in a draw and the depthof the game tree is in�nite; bakgammon, sine there is a hane element; mastermind,sine there is hidden information; fox-and-geese, sine when fox esapes has �eternal life�(so, the depth of the game tree is in�nite).The most famous ombinatorial game is the game of nim. This game is played with pilesof stones. On his turn, eah player an remove any number of stones from any pile. UnderNormal Play rules, whoever takes the last ounter wins while under Misère Play rules who-ever takes the last ounter loses. The game, in Normal version, is the �rst ombinatorialgame that was solved with a mathematial approah.

Figure 2: Game of nim.For mathematial aspets we reommend [3℄, [4℄, and [5℄. The present paper presents his-torial evidene of anient ombinatorial games and shows a systemati view of the moderndevelopment of Combinatorial Game Theory.3



2 The Chinese ConnetionIn the history of games the �Chinese origins� are omnipresent. It has been said that nim andwythoff's nim were born in anient China. In 1902, C. L. Bouton laimed that nim waswidely played in Ameria and was alled fan-tan by the Chinese [7℄. However, the Germanmathematiian Paul Ahrens, in a 1902 artile in Naturwissenshaftlihe Wohenshrift [22℄,says that Bouton admitted that he had onfused nim and fan-tan. fan-tan is a Chinesegame where you bet on the number of ounters (remainder when dividing by 4) in someone'shand. Parker desribes a similar game, based on odd and even, popular in Ceylon and�ertainly one of the earliest of all games� [23℄. This kind of games seems to be very far fromthe nature of nim.The game wythoff's nim, desribed by Willem Wytho� (1865-1939) in 1907 [17℄, has twopiles and a player an take any amount from one pile or the same amount from both piles.About this game, in [15℄, a A. P. Domoryad's Russian book on mathematial games, we anread �The theory of the Chinese national game tsyanshidzi (�piking stones�) is muh moreompliated (...)�. Also, in [5℄ it is alled hinese nim or tsyan-shizi, but Rihard Guysays he realls this was based on Domoryad...In [16℄, Martin Gardner (b. 1914) says �(...) an older ounter take-away game said to havebeen played in China under the name tsyanshidzi, whih means �hoosing stones� (...)�.It is also made by Yaglom and Yaglom in [24℄: �(...) nim and wythoff's games are bothplayed in China under the name tsan-shitsi (whih means �hoosing stones�) (...)�. Thesereferenes look irular. Without a primordial referene it seems that the Chinese origin isnot very well supported...For now, the only fat observed is the following one: the origin of the mysterious term is theChinese word
The standard transription should be Jian Shizi, whih is Pinyin (the romanization systemused in the People's Republi of China). It should be written as Jian Shizi (and not asJianshizi or Jian Shi Zi), beause �jian� means to �pik up� and �shizi� is the word for�stones�. The orret translation should be �piking stones� or �piking up stones�. Thereason it is sometimes translated as �hoosing stones� is related to the fat that �jian� isoasionally onfused with a homophone harater that means �to hoose�. However this isan empty linguisti disussion without historial relevane.
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3 Viribus QuantitatisLua Paioli (1445-1517) was a mathematiian of the Renaissane who wrote several im-portant works on mathematis, inluding Summa de arithmetia, geometria, proportioni etproportionalita and the De divina proportione. Leonardo da Vini made beautiful geometridrawings for the De divina proportione.

Figure 3: Lua Paioli by Jaopo de Barbari (1495).One of his works is the De viribus quantitatis [10℄, a treatise on mathematis and magi.Written between 1496 and 1508, the book was redisovered after David Singmaster, a mathe-matiian, ame aross a referene to it in a 19th-entury manusript. An English translationwas published for the �rst time in 2007 [25℄.The manusript inludes the �rst referene to a one-pile game (Uri 175-181, see Appendix1): �e�eto a�niri qualunh' numero na'ze al ompagno anon prendere piu de un termi(n)ato.n.� (e�et to �nish whatever number is before the ompany not taking more than a limitingnumber). Paioli proposes a game where the players an add a number less than 7 to a pile,and the goal is to ahieve 30. Paioli desribes how to win this ase and the general game.To ahieve the number 30, a player must ahieve, by order, the numbers 2, 9, 16 and 23.Nowadays, there is a lass of games alled subtration games. We saw before that nim is agame played with piles of stones and a move is to hoose a pile and remove any number ofthem. Changing the rules we an de�ne the subtration(s1, . . . , sk): the game is playedlike nim but the players just an remove a number of stones if it is an element of {s1, . . . , sk}.The Paioli game is an additive version, an addition game. In fat, it is the same to play5



Figure 4: Viribus's page about the addition(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).the game subtration(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) from a pile with 30 stones (the goal is to take out allthe stones) or to begin without stones and add numbers from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} tryingto ahieve 30 stones. This is the �rst known referene to a ombinatorial game.
4 Problèmes Plaisans et DeletablesThe Problèmes Plaisans et Deletables, of whih the �rst edition was issued in 1612, waswritten by Claude Gaspard Bahet de Méziria (1581-1638), a Frenh mathematiian. Thebook has a rih set of arithmetial triks and questions [26℄.6



Figure 5: Cover and the two pages about Bahet's game in Problèmes Plaisans et Deletables(�rst edition, 1612).The 22th problem is an addition game similar to Paioli's one. Instead of 30, the goalis to ahieve 100. The players an add any whole number less than 11. As in De viribusquantitatis, we an see in Problèmes Plaisans et Deletables the winning strategy. The �rstplayer must ahieve, by order, the numbers 1, 12, 23, 34, 45, 56, 67, 78 and 89. As in Paioli'smanusript, this is an old ourrene of an analysis, by a mathematiian, of a ombinatorialgame.5 A Voyage to the Pai� OeanCaptain James Cook (1728-1779), in 1778, during his third voyage desribed the native gamekonane [18℄:(...) One of their games resembles our game of draughts; but, from the number of squares, itseems to be muh more intriate. The board is of the length of about two feet, and is dividedinto two hundred and thirty-eight squares, fourteen in a row [hene a 14×17 board℄. In thisgame they use blak and white pebbles, whih they move from one square to another. (...)7



Figure 6: James Cook's third voyage.One of the main referenes about this game is [19℄. The rules are explained by KenethEmmory as he learned from an old hawaiian women (see Appendix 2):(...) I shall explain it as I learned it from a women of nearly ninety years, Kaahaaina Naihe,from Kailua, Hawaii � the only native left who is known to be aquainted with the game. (...)Brie�y, exemplifying with a modern hess board the rules are the following. In the startingposition of a konane game, a retangular hekered board is �lled in suh a way that no twostones of the same olor oupy adjaent squares. In the opening, two adjaent piees areremoved. After this, a player moves by taking one of his stones and jumping orthogonallyover an opposing stone into an empty square. The jumped stone is removed. A player anmake multiple jumps on his turn but annot hange diretion mid-turn. Multiple jumpsare not mandatory. The winner is the player who makes the last move. We an see someexamples of legal moves in the next �gure:

Figure 7: Example of a konane's position.White has three legal moves: taking one stone with the move B4-D4, taking two stones withthe move B4-F4 or taking one stone with B4-B6. Blak has just one legal move: taking onestone with C4-A4. 8



konane is a ombinatorial game satisfying all the riteria of the De�nition 1. In [19℄, wean see many desriptions of native terms like papamu (arrangement of rows of pits), kaka`i(the line of positions bordering the papamu), �lawe ili keokeo, paani ka eleele� (a saying,�removing the whites is playing with the blaks�).The konane's boards reported in average 134 holes eah. In the middle of the board wasset a piee of a bone or a human tooth marking an important position, the piko. Hawaiiprovided basalt and oral pebbles for the piees (size under an inh in diameter and slightly�attened) [20℄. In [20℄, we an also read �(...) A game sometimes lasted an entire day; in amath, often a large number of games were played before determining the winner�.There is a large number of examples of konane's boards. The next example is a photo fromthe atalog The Hawaiian Portion of the Polynesian Colletions in the Peabody Museum ofSalem.

Figure 8: konane's board.konane delined in popularity after the arrival of Westerners. However, in the last times,a volte-fae ourred and nowadays students in shools learn the game as early as �rst orseond grade [20℄.
6 Was nim's �rst ourrene Afrian?In [27℄, a very important referene about Afrian games, Charles Béart desribes the tiouk-tiouk, a board game played in Ivory Coast (see Appendix 3). The game is played with small9



stiks and stones on a squared board drawn in sand. The board's dimension is variable. Inthe initial position, eah player begins with a line of piees as it is shown in the next �gure.

Figure 9: tiouk tiouk's initial position.There is one piee for eah player on eah olumn. Eah player may move any own piee toanother empty ell in the same olumn, provided he does not jump over the opponent's pieein that olumn. The goal is to immobilize the opponent: the player who an not move looses.Béart says �C'est généralement un griot qui propose une partie à un berger� (Usually a griot(repository of oral tradition) invites a shepherd to play). He also says that a griot nevermakes mistakes: he always wins playing seond (�Le griot ne trihe pas, e n'est néessaire, ilest sûr de gagner, quand il voudra, s'il n'a pas le trait (...)�). This observation is interestingas it shows the preoupation with the appliation of winning strategies. In fat, the seondplayer an win with a symmetry strategy. Maybe the opponents made agreements to avoidsymmetri moves in the �rst moves.It is important to understand �rst the onept of reversibility. A reversible move is one forwhih the opponent an respond to in suh a way that his prospets are at least as good asthey were before. In [5℄ it is possible to �nd very good examples of this onept.tiouk-tiouk is not a ombinatorial game as in de�nition 1 beause the retroeding movesare allowed. Rigorously, the omplete game tree has in�nite depth. However, retroedingmoves are reversible. For example, if a player retroedes a piee two ells in one olumn,the opponent may advane his piee in that olumn exatly two ells restoring the position.Beause of this fat, a winning strategy doesn't aount with retroeding moves. This justi�eswhy the winning strategy for tiouk-tiouk an be ahieved with the winning strategy fornim. If retroeding moves was not allowed, two piees in one olumn with k ells betweenthem would at exatly as a pile with k stones in nim so, in some sense, tiouk-tiouk is thegame of nim and this is the real importane of this game. These arguments an be seen in [5℄,but the authors all northott to a horizontal version tiouk-tiouk. Being the Béart's10



anthropologial work rigorous, maybe this Afrian game is the �rst world's ourrene ofnim.7 Cylopedia of Games and The Canterbury PuzzlesKayles (derived from the Frenh �quilles� meaning skittles) is an anient game where play-ers threw stiks or udgels at a line of pins. This inspired the rereational mathematiiansSamuel Loyd (1841-1911) and Henry Dudeney (1857-1930), who published a very interestingversion.In 1914, after Loyd's death, his book Cylopedia of 5000 Puzzles was published by his son[28℄. In 1907, Dudeney published his The Canterbury Puzzles [29℄. Both books are impor-tant referenes in the history of rereational mathematis. Dudeney and Loyd exhangedpuzzles and mathematial problems for a while, but Dudeney broke o� the orrespondeneand aused Loyd of stealing his puzzles and publishing them under his own name. So, aboutKayles, it is better to say that the game was introdued by Dudeney and also by Loyd,who alled it Rip Van Winkle's Game.

Figure 10: kayles in the Cylopedia of 5000 Puzzles.
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In their version, the players beome so skilful that they an take out any desired pin or anytwo adjaent ones. The goal is simple: whoever is unable to knok down a pin loses.There are many ways to generalize the game of nim. For instane, we an impose the rulethat in the game, when we remove k stones from a pile, we partition what remains of thatpile into just 0 or 1 or 2 piles. For tehnial details, this lass of ombinatorial games isalled the lass of otal games [5℄. Kayles an be seen as a pile game where the playersjust an take 1 or 2 stones leaving 0, 1 or 2 piles. Therefore, Kayles is one more examplein literature of a ombinatorial game (an otal game).

Figure 11: kayles in the The Canterbury Puzzles.
8 The rising of Combinatorial Game TheoryIn the 20th entury, a new mathematial subjet emerged, based in ombinatorial games.Rihard Nowakowski, mathematiian and researher in Combinatorial Game Theory, pub-lished the prinipal histori referene about this period [30℄. Nowakowski remarked threeimportant historial and mathematial proesses in the 20th entury history of Combinato-rial Game Theory:1. Development of mathematial theory for the analysis of impartial games (a ombina-torial game is impartial if both players always have the same moves in all positions,else it is alled partizan). Seminal results were the Bouton's analysis (1902) and theestablishment (with a proof) of the Sprague-Grundy Theorem (1935/1939).2. Development of a general mathematial theory for the analysis of ombinatorial games.Here, the prinipal moments were the publiations of Surreal Numbers, in 1974, by12



Donald E. Knuth (based in a onversation between Knuth and Conway where Con-way explained his mathematial idea [2℄), On Numbers and Games, in 1976, by JohnConway [3℄, and �the Holy Bible� of Combinatorial Game Theory, Winning Ways , in1982, by Elwyn Berlekamp, John Conway and Rihard Guy [5℄.3. The modern mathematial work, rih of open problems.About the �rst two items, Nowakowski presented two shemes:

Figure 12: 20th entury history of Combinatorial Game Theory [30℄.We inlude also two ultural important moments:
• The presentation of NimRod in 1951's Festival of Britain (on the 5th of May 1951, thenimrod omputer made its publi bow, designed exlusively to play the game of nim).
• The 1961's Alain Resnais movie L'Année dernière à Marienbad where mìsere versionof nim is a ruial part of the argument.8.1 Bouton's work and the origin of the word �nim�The emergene of ombinatorial game theory ourred with the analysis of impartial normalplay. The game of nim is impartial sine both players have the same moves in all nim'spositions. The mathematiian Charles L. Bouton (1869-1922) analyzed nim exhaustivelydisovering �the good� strategy based in an important mathematial operation (nim addi-tion as it is alled modernly). After, it took three deades before it was proved that eahimpartial ombinatorial game is equivalent to a nim position (see 8.4). This is the reasonwhy Bouton's work was the fundamental turning point in the history of Combinatorial GameTheory: this equivalene and the Bouton's strategy allowed the understanding that impartialombinatorial games form an entire lass that an be analyzed with strong mathematialtools. 13



Mathematially speaking, Bouton de�ned an operation for whole numbers: write the numbersin binary and add without arrying (in fat, the terms were not exatly these, but the globalidea was). For example, onsider the numbers 9 and 11. Their binary representations are
1001 and 1011. The next sheme shows the addition without arrying:

1 0 0 1
⊕ 1 0 1 1�����������

0 0 1 0Using the modern symbol �⊕� for nim-sum, we have 9 ⊕ 11 = 2 (10 is the binary repre-sentation of 2). Bouton proved two fats: a) Considering a nim position, if the nim-sum ofthe numbers of stones in eah set is null, every move provokes a new position with not nullnim-sum; if the nim-sum of the numbers of stones in eah set is not null, there is at leastone move provoking a new position with null nim-sum. The strategy is, if it is possible, tohoose moves provoking a null nim-sum.As we an see in modern literature, the easier way to operate the nim-sum is to think aboutthe sum of distint powers of two of the members and aneling repetitions in pairs. Someexamples:
5⊕ 3 = (4 + 1)⊕ (2 + 1)

= (4+ 6 1) + (2+ 6 1) = 6

11⊕ 22⊕ 35 = (8 + 2 + 1)⊕ (16 + 4 + 2)⊕ (32 + 2 + 1)

= (8+ 6 2+ 6 1) + (16 + 4+ 6 2) + (32 + 2+ 6 1) = 62There is a big speulation about the word �nim�. �Nim� is an obsolete English verb meaning�take�. Also, �NIM� is �WIN� by geometri transformation. There is a harater pronouned�nian� whih means to pik up or take (it is not pronouned �nian� in standard MandarinChinese - rather it is pronouned �ning�). Maybe this was one more argument for the �Chineseorigin� of nim.
Figure 13: Chinese harater.The more plausible origin of the name an be found in one orrespondene in MathematialGazzete. Bouton did his PhD in Leipzig so it is likely that the name owes muh to theGerman verb nimm meaning �take� (imperative singular of the German verb nehmen).14



Figure 14: Text in Mathematial Gazzete, 1953.
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Figure 15: Message to the Editor of the Mathematial Gazzete by J. L. Walsh, Bouton'spupil and olleague.
8.2 Wytho�'s workAs it was written in setion 2, the origin of wythoff's nim is also not lear. ProbablyWillem Wytho� himself introdued the game in 1907 [17℄. Also, the game was given, in-dependently, by Rufus Issas [33℄. wythoff's nim an be played on a quarter-in�nitehessboard, extending upwards and to the right. A hess queen is plaed in some ell of theboard. On eah turn, a player moves the queen like in hess, exept that the queen an onlymove left, down, or diagonally down-left. Wins the player who takes the queen to the orner.
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0Figure 16: wythoff's nim.In mathematis and the arts, two quantities are in the golden ratio if the ratio of the sum of16



the quantities to the larger quantity is equal to the ratio of the larger quantity to the smallerone. The golden ratio is an irrational number, ϕ = 1+
√
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Figure 17: Golden ratio.Amazingly, wythoff's nim is related to the golden ratio and Fibonai numbers. Thepositions where Next player loses (Previous player wins) are given by (⌊ϕn⌋, ⌊ϕ2n⌋) and
(⌊ϕ2n⌋, ⌊ϕn⌋) [5℄. This is a lassial result in Combinatorial Game Theory.There is one property that some games have, making Combinatorial Game Theory extraordi-narily useful: the board breaks up into separate omponents and the players have to hoosea omponent in whih to play. This aspet is so important, that the separation of the om-ponents is related to a mathematial operation with its own name: disjuntive sum.wythoff's nim provided a beautiful mathematial analysis, however, the game doesn'tbreak up into disjoint omponents. The game turned to be still a wrong diretion for theSprague-Grundy Theorem exposed in subsetion 8.4.8.3 Emanuel Lasker and his variant of nimEmanuel Lasker (1968-1941) was a German hess player, mathematiian, and philosopherwho was World Chess Champion for 27 years. He is still generally regarded as one of thestrongest players ever.
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Figure 18: Emanuel Lasker.In 1931, Emanuel Lasker introdued the game Lasker's nim - the rules are as in ordinarynim with the extra option of splitting a heap into two smaller non-empty ones without re-moving any stone. The Lasker's game aounts with the disjuntive sum aspet. He solvedthe game (for mathematial aspets see [31℄) and remarked the existene of positions wherethe Next player wins and the existene of positions where the Previous player wins [32℄:If a on�guration that we are examining an be brought by a permissible move into a losingposition, then the on�guration under examination is a winning position. If we annot doso, then is a losing on�guration. There is no third hoie.Amazingly, Lasker worked with equivalent lasses:We see �rst that two groups of piles an be �equivalent� in that in every losing on�gurationin whih one group appears, it an be replaed by the other without altering the win haraterof that on�guration. Merging two equivalent on�gurations results in a losing position.Reading this last sentene, mathematiians who know a little about Combinatorial GameTheory immediately understand how lose Lasker was! However, as Jörg Bewersdor� saidin [31℄, Lasker missed developing the whole theory: He missed the understanding of therelation to ordinary nim. Aording to Rihard Guy, others were lose (for example, MihaelGoldberg when he worked on kayles [30℄).8.4 The Sprague�Grundy theoryWorking independently, Roland P. Sprague, in 1935, and Patrik M. Grundy, in 1939, provedthe important theorem stating that every impartial game under Normal Play rules is equiv-18



alent to some pile of stones in nim [9, 8℄ (see [4℄ for a beautiful proof). Beause of thistheorem, many authors now refer nim-value of a impartial game to the size of the equiva-lent nim-heap. The impliations of this theorem are just fantasti (this beame known asSprague-Grundy Theory): when we analyze an impartial ombinatorial game, �rst we try tounderstand to whih pile it is equivalent and, after, we apply the Bouton's work. Of ourse,the �rst step an be hard, but it is the way to work the problem.For example, Paioli's addition(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (with 30 as the goal-number) is equivalent toa pile with 2 stones and Bahet's addition(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) (with 100 as the goal-number) is equivalent to a pile with 1 stone (see [5℄ for mathematial details). Also, Loydand Dudeney's kayles with 13 pins is equivalent to a pile with 1 stone: a winning positionan be ahieved using a symmetry strategy, on his �rst move, the �rst player should moveso that the row is broken into two setions of equal length (see [5℄ for mathematial details).Rihard Guy worked with Cedri Smith, who had worked with Grundy. This ondued toGuy's analysis of dawson hess and hundreds of other games to with the theory ould beapplied. An important seminal paper was published by Rihard Guy in 1956 [34℄. RihardGuy is still ative in the present moment (He is 94 years old).

Figure 19: Rihard Guy (June, 2005).
8.5 NimRodOn 6 Otober 1951 an eletroni omputer, the NimRod, from the English ompany Ferrantiwas the star of the Berlin Industrial Show for three weeks. The NimRod was designed ex-lusively to play the game of nim. We an read in [12℄:The original mahine stood 9 feet ny 12 feet by 5 feet, but most of this was just to housethe display. Eletronis took up less than two perent of that volume. It ran at a healthy19



six kilowatts, though four of these were for the display lamps.(...) It housed 480 valves, all12AT7 double-triodes. Only 350 of them atually took part in the ation; the rest were sparesbeing "burned in". 120 relays drove the displays. A few germanium diodes were used as 'OR'gates. Most of the onnetions were diretly soldered, rather than using pluggable onnetors,for reliability.

Figure 20: NimRod.Also, a historial note by originator John Bennett, an Australian who went to Cambridgeto do a PhD in Computer Siene and joined Ferranti as a logial design engineer in 1950:Ferranti had undertaken to display a omputer at the 1951 Festival of Britain, and late in1950 it beame evident that this promise ould not be ful�lled. I suggested that a mahineto play the game of nim against all omers should be onstruted with a versatile display toillustrate the algorithm and programming priniples involved. The design was implementedby a Ferranti engineer, Raymond Stuart-Williams, who later joined RCA. The mahine wasa great suess but not quite in the way intended, as I disovered during my time as spruikeron the Festival stand. Most of the publi were quite happy to gawk at the �ashing lightsand be impressed. A few took an interest in the algorithm and even persisted to the point ofbeating the mahine at the game. Only oasionally did we reeive any evidene that our realmessage about the basis of programming had been understood.During the Festival, visitors ould purhase (for one shilling and sixpene) a detailed de-sription of the mahine.
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Figure 21: NimRod guide booklet [11℄.8.6 Alain Resnais's L'année dernière à MarienbadL'Année dernière à Marienbad is a 1961 Frenh �lm direted by Alain Resnais, starringDelphine Seyrig, Giorgio Albertazzi, Saha Pitoë�. The haraters are unnamed in the �lm;in the published sreenplay, the woman is referred to as �A�, the �rst man is �X�, and theman who may be her husband is �M�. The mìsere version of nim is a ruial part of theargument. It is supposed that �M� doesn't make mistakes (or not?). The movie is veryenigmati (maybe the only �linear� senes are the nim games!)

Figure 22: L'Année dernière à Marienbad.In the movie, nim mìsere games are played from the starting position 7 − 5 − 3 − 1. Itis known that, beginning with this position, First player loses. However, from 4 ompletegames in the movie (they an be seen in [13℄), �M� is First player in two. So, the followingmovie's onversation is not mathematially orret:
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�M�: Je onnais un jeu lequel je gagne toujours.�X�: Si vous ne pouvez pas perdre, e n'est pas un jeu.�M�: Je peux perdre, mais je gagne toujours.The fat is that �M� just make a mistake in the entire movie. Maybe an Alain Resnais'smistake... maybe not... (see Appendix 4)8.7 go and partizan gamesAfter the establishment of Sprague-Grundy theory, it laked a general mathematial theoryfor ombinatorial games also inluding the partizan games. In 1953, John Milnor wrotea �rst paper on partizan games, based in his researh in Classial Game Theory [35℄. Heunderstood that there are games were players have desire to move � hot games (this is aneasy onept, for example, for a hess player). John Milnor gave the �rst step, he thoughtabout an important idea: analyze what happens when there are many opies of a positionin view to obtain a mean-value, useful to its evaluation.After, in 1957, Olof Hanner advaned one more step using his interest in the anient orientalgame of go. This game is not a ombinatorial game (it is a soring game), but when playingits endgames, the idea of disjuntive sum of independent omponents emerges. In a Stok-holm bookstore Hanner found a opy of the English edition of the go book by Takagawa(National Go Champion of Japan), How to Play Go, and studied it aurately. In his ownwords (see [36℄),Takagawa's book gives two examples of full games. The seond of these is given with a few re-maining seuring stones to be played. The book says that the game ended with Blak winningby one point. I beome interested in the way the remaining stones ould be played. Being amathematiian I made a alulation and found that by best play Blak should have won by2 points. I was a little surprised that a professional player did not have a full grasp of thisphase of the game. I wrote a sienti� paper on the ideas behind my alulations .In fat, go was diretly related to the rising of the general Combinatorial Game Theory.Jon Diamond formed the Go lub at Cambridge University and starting the magazine ofthe British Go Assoiation (British Go Journal), he was also British Champion for 12 years,starting at age 18, until he retired as Champion in 1977. So, Conway learned the game inhis Cambridge times [3℄:(...) by whih at that time we meant the Nim-like theory developed independently by RolandSprague and Peter Mihael Grundy for sums of impartial games�those for whih the two22



players have exatly the same legal moves. I had long intended to see what would beome ofthe theory when this restrition was dropped, but only got around to doing so when the thenBritish Go Champion beame a member of the Cambridge University Pure MathematisDepartment. Astonishingly, it was the resulting attempt to understand go that led to thedisovery of the Surreal Numbers! This happened beause the typial go endgame was visiblya sum of games in the sense of this book, making it lear that this notion was worthy of deepstudy in its own right. The Surreal Numbers then emerged as the simplest domain to whihit applies!

Figure 23: The �nal position of the seond game of the Takagawa's book.
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8.8 Conway's onstrution, Berlekamp, Conway, Guy, and the es-tablishment of a wonderful mathematial theoryJohn Conway knew Mike Guy, Rihard's son in 1960, in Cambridge. Elwyn Berlekamp metRihard Guy at a onferene in 1966. Berlekamp was the world's best player of the gamedot-and-boxes (he still is today)�He analyzed the game with the help of a Guy's paper[6℄. Berlekamp has not lost a game of dot-and-boxes in over 40 years. He suggested thatthey write a book and Guy suggested adding Conway. This was the starting point of a greatmathematial team [30℄.In 1970, Conway presented some letures at Cambridge exposing the idea behind the generalCombinatorial Game Theory. After, he spoke with the mathematiian Donald Knuth abouthis ideas about games. In 1974, Donald Knuth, during a �bad moment� with his wife, spenda week in a Norway Hotel, and wrote the Surreal Numbers based in Conway's ideas [2℄.Surreal Numbers was the �rst book exposing Conway's onstrution and the term Surrealnumbers was a Knuth's invention.In 1976, Conway published his On Numbers and Games exposing mathematially the entireidea. In his own words:(...) for seven onseutive days I sat down and typed from 8:30 am until midnight, withjust an hour for lunh, and ever sine have desribed this book as "having been written in aweek. Not entirely honest, beause there were loose ends still to be tied up, and Chapter 16was written just before the book appeared, while Chapter 13 was largely opied from a paper,"Hakenbush, Welter and Prune", that had been written a year earlier. But also not entirelydishonest.The most surprising immediate result was a threat of legal ation from Elwyn Berlekamp.But somehow Berlekamp, Conway and Guy must have pathed this up, beause the twovolume set Winning Ways appeared in 1982 [5℄, and they remain good friends.Conway's indutive de�nition onstruts the omplete set of ombinatorial games. Amaz-ingly, he reated a omplete abstrat notation that is the key of ombinatorial game theoryand extended the real numbers in a similar way to that Dedekind extended the rationalnumbers to the reals. Conway remarked that some games are numbers, other games arein�nitesimals, other games are not numbers neither in�nitesimals. Conway's onstrutiongives a new very elegant onstrution of real numbers with the advantage that his onstru-tion doesn't need to have the rational numbers as base [3℄.However, saying that Conway invented Combinatorial game Theory is not orret. One an24



Figure 24: Guy, Conway and Berlekamp (with Winning Ways and On Numbers and Games).say he invented the modern notation and �rst understood the onstrution, both of whihare invaluable ontributions to the subjet. The partizan theory in general, however, is duelargely to [5℄ and its authors (whih inludes Conway) even if it was published later. Ofourse, bits and piees of this were developed before, and we an't forget the importane ofthe Sprague-Grundy theory, whih was already well understood at the time.8.9 Modern timesNowadays, Combinatorial Game Theory is a established mathematial subjet. In Combina-torial Games: Seleted Bibliography with a Suint Gourmet Introdution, organized by themathematiian Aviezri S. Fraenkel, we an observe already 1400 sienti� papers related toCombinatorial Game Theory [37℄. Many researh papers on this subjet were presented atonferenes held in 1994 and 2000 in Berkeley, CA, at the Mathematial Sienes ResearhInstitute. Proeedings of those onferenes were later published by Cambridge UniversityPress under the titles Games of No Chane and More Games of No Chane. We an enu-merate some atual mathematial researh diretly related to Combinatorial Game Theory:1. Hot Games: Games in whih there is advantage in moving �rst. This area is reallydi�ult for omputer sientists and mathematiians. The mathematiians want toknow the exat values (full understanding) and work with retrograde analysis. Theomputer sientist wants good heuristis.2. All-Small Games: Games in whih either both players have a move or neither does.This is a very interesting lass of ombinatorial games where all values are in�nitesimal.3. Loopy Games: Extending the restrited de�nition of ombinatorial game, it is possible25



to onsider games in whih the play is not guaranteed to end. Reent advanes aboutloopy games were obtained by Aaron Siegel.4. Soring Games: Relaxing the onditions that de�ne ombinatorial game, it is possibleto analyze soring games like go and dots-and-boxes. Great work done by ElwynR. Berlekamp.5. Biding Games: Games where players bid for the right to play next. Also, these gamesare not pure ombinatorial games but some tehniques an be used.6. Three or More Players Games: In these games the players ould form oalitions for allor some of the game. We remark J. Propp and A. Cinotti researh.7. Misère: In the past, many researhers believed that the strategy for a Misère game wasto take the Normal play strategy and tweak it at the end of the game. This is true fornim, it is not true in general.Misère play is a very di�ult mathematial subjet. Weremark the advanes ahieved by T. Plambek and A. Siegel.It is also important to observe some interesting appliations of Combinatorial Game Theory.The golden appliation is, of ourse, games themselves (and games have an independentposition in human ulture). However, we an enumerate some more appliations:1. Mathematial Importane of the Combinatorial Game Theory: Conway's onstrutiongives a new very elegant onstrution of real numbers with the advantage that hisonstrution doesn't need to have the rational numbers as base. Also, the algebraionepts behind the theory are very interesting and an be proper analyzed with thehelp of Group Theory tehniques.2. Computer Systems: Combinatorial Game Theory is very useful when the board breaksup into separate omponents and the players have to hoose a omponent in whihto play. Deomposition issues also lie at the heart of the design problem of omputersystems. The ruial design deision is usually how to partition the overall system intotratable modules.3. Arti�ial Intelligene: Researhers in Combinatorial Game Theory and researhersin AI share a ommon interest in tree-searhing and tree-pruning algorithms, andin the potential to ombine suh algorithms with the deomposition algorithms ofCombinatorial Game Theory to provide the tools whih will support omputer attakson muh harder problems.4. Complexity: branh of the theory of omputation in omputer siene and mathe-matis that fouses on lassifying omputational problems aording to their inherentdi�ulty. Many examples of harder mathematial problems are ombinatorial games.Some onsider this intimate onnetion with omplexity theory to be important jus-ti�ation for studying Combinatorial Game Theory. Aviezri Fraenkel made importantwork about it. 26



5. Enrypting and Information Theory: Some error-orreting ode tehnology is relatedto Combinatorial Game Theory. Elwyn R. Berlekamp did important work about it.9 Final remarksIn this setion we just list some key-ideas of this paper:1. The rising of a new mathematial subjet justi�es the e�ort of writing a rigorousHistory of Combinatorial Games.2. The �Chinese origin� is not lear. There is no primordial referene.3. One game of Paioli's Viribus Quantitatis (1496-1508) is an additive version of a sub-tration game.4. One game of Bahet's Problèmes Plaisans et Deletables (1612) is an additive versionof a subtration game.5. konane desribed by Captain James Cook in 1778 (during his third voyage) is ananient pure ombinatorial game.6. It is possible that tiouk-tiouk desribed by Charles Béart is the �rst ourrene ofnim.7. Kayles, an otal game, appeared in Loyd's Cylopedia of 5000 Puzzles (1914) andDudeney's The Canterbury Puzzles (1907). Both books are important referenes inthe history of rereational mathematis.8. Bouton and Wytho�'s work (�rst years of the 20th entury), Lasker, Sprague, andGrundy's work (30's), Milnor, Hanner, Smith, and Guy's work (50's) and Conway,Berlekamp, and Guy's work (sine 60's) were the fundamental base for the establish-ment of the Combinatorial Game Theory as a mathematial new subjet.9. NimRod (1951) and L'Année dernière à Marienbad (1961) were remarkable ulturalevents diretly related to ombinatorial games (nim).AknowledgmentsWe thank Dr. Thierry de Paulis, game historian (Seretary General of �Le Vieux Papier�),for suggesting very interesting explorations.We thank Dr. Mihel Boutin, game researher, for his support with important soures abouttiouk-tiouk. 27
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Appendix 1: Viribus Quantitatis (Uri p. 175-181)
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Appendix 2: The Island of Lanai: A Survey of NativeCulture (p. 84-85)
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Appendix 3: Jeux et Jouets de l'Ouest Afriain(p. 470-471)
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Appendix 4: L'année dernière à Marienbad (games)Game 1
• • • • • • •Initial • • • • •Position • • • P

•After • • • • • •X's • • • • • Nmove • • •
•After • • • • •M's • • • • Pmove • • •
•After • • • •X's • • • Nmove •After • •M's • • • Pmove •After •X's • • • Nmove •After •M's • Pmove •After •X's • NmoveAfterM's • Pmove

Game 2
• • • • • • •Initial • • • • • PPosition • • •
•After • • • • • • •S's • • • • • Nmove • • •After • • • • • • •M's • • • • • Pmove • •After • • • • • •S's • • • • • Nmove • •After • • • • • •M's • • • • Pmove • •After • • • • • •S's • • • Nmove • •After • • • • • The onlyM's • • • N M's mistake inmove • • the entire movieAfter • • • • •S's • • • N Errormove •After • •M's • • • Pmove •After • •S's • • Nmove •After • •M's • • PmoveAfter • •S's • NmoveAfterM's • Pmove(P -Previous player wins; N-Next player wins)37



Game 3
• • • • • • •Initial • • • • •Position • • • P

•After • • • • • • •M's • • • • • Nmove • • •After • • • • • • •X's • • • • • Pmove • •After • • • • • • •M's • • • • Nmove • •After • • • • • • •X's • • • • N Errormove •After • • • • •M's • • • • Pmove •After • • • • •X's • • • • NmoveAfter • • • •M's • • • • PmoveAfter • • •X's • • • • NmoveAfter • • •M's • • • PmoveAfter • •X's • • • NmoveAfter • •M's • • PmoveAfter •X's • • NmoveAfter •M's move P

Game 4
• • • • • • •Initial • • • • • PPosition • • •
•After • • • • • •M's • • • • • Nmove • • •
•After • • • • • •X's • • • N Errormove • • •
•After •M's • • • Pmove • • •
•After •X's • • • Nmove •
•After •M's • Pmove •

(P -Previous player wins; N-Next player wins)38


